Understanding automotive wiring diagrams

July 5, Jean-Claude Landry. So many wires and complicated components to inspect. Luckily for
you, automotive wiring diagrams are there to help you speed up the whole process. To assist
you with that, we have created this quick guide on how to read car wiring diagrams to
troubleshoot and fix simple electrical system problems in no time. In electrical diagrams, every
straight black line represents a wire. Pretty simple right? The symbol used to show that two
wires are connected is a little black dot. These wires are included in the same system or, at
least, use the same power source or ground connector. In the case where wires run in the same
harness or cross over each other without being connected, the symbol is the same but with a
little bump added to it. If they do, the wires may be skinned somewhere and may cause a
short-circuit in the system. This is the symbol for a standard 6 cells 12v car battery. Some
diagrams may use a simplified version which is only two vertical bars instead of 6. On more
complicated electrical systems or electronic modules, diagrams can quickly become filled with
tons of lines and symbols making it hard to read for the user. Depending on the editors of the
manual, this symbol could be used to indicate a 2 cells battery or simply to make the whole
diagram a little more user-friendly. Fuses serve as a mean of protection for the electrical
system. In case something goes wrong and a wire is damaged and cause a short to ground
condition, the fuse will instantly blow, preventing any more damage to the whole circuit. On
electrical diagrams, fuses are often located on a different page than the circuit they protect.
Most automotive repair manuals have a dedicated section reserved for all the fuses, relays and
pretty much everything included in the fuse boxes called Power Distribution diagram to make
things easier. This is used to let the reader know if the fuse is constantly powered by the battery
of only when the ignition key is in the ON position. Never forget to check that out before testing
a fuse or you could end up with a wrong diagnosis. On a car, the ground is always the body of
the vehicle. In fact, I should say that the ground is the negative post of the battery but since a
wire goes straight from the post to the body of the car, every metal part touching the body is
also considered as a ground. For example, the engine and the transmission both have one or
more large braided ground wires connected to the body. If for some reason, one of the wire was
damaged, the corresponding unit should still keep on working since the engine is bolted onto
the transmission and vice-versa. On some occasions, though, the added resistance induced by
the longer circuit may cause sensible electronic components to go haywire and cause various
problems. The alternator, for instance, usually gets his ground from the alternator bracket
bolted onto the engine head. If the engine ground is broken, the alternator may not be able to
produce enough current to power all the accessories at the same time and may cause worrying
charging system problems. There is all kind of switches on a vehicle but the most common one
is definitely the toggle switch. A good example of this is a simple dome light switch. Push to
one side to turn the component on and to the other side to turn it back off. These are widely
used throughout the car because of their simplicity and relative reliability. These are a little less
common but still used a lot by car manufacturers. Think of the rear defrost and emergency
flashers switches. The same motion is used to trigger it on and off. Only one input for multiple
different possible outputs P, D, etc. They are basically more than one selector switches
included in the same unit. Relays are basically remote controlled switches. They allow car
manufacturers to install low voltage switches inside the cabin to control higher voltage
components. They began to be widely used when manufacturers started to replace bulky
headlight switches on the dashboard in favor of small combo switches on the steering columns.
Their working principle is quite simple. A low voltage switch is used to turn on and off a small
electromagnet which in turn will activate a bigger switch to provide power to components such
as headlights, cooling fans, fuel pumps, etc. Almost every major system and component on
your vehicle are controlled using a relay. Since the amount of power flowing through them is
often higher than most other types of switch, the smaller internal components are often prone
to failure. This one is self-explanatory. Everyone knows what a light bulb is and what their
purpose is. But in an electrical diagram, light bulbs are everywhere. In fact, newer vehicles use
light bulbs for pretty much every electrical component inside the cabin to indicate if they are
turned ON or OFF. Especially for light bulbs under seats and other locations where salt and
water can easily reach, open circuit and bad connection problems often lead to lighting system
failures. Being able to identify the light bulb symbol and locate them in an electrical circuit
might be helpful to speed up the whole troubleshooting process. Resistors are small electronic
components used to apply a certain resistance to the flow of current in an electronic circuit.
They are reliable and rarely come into problems. If you are unlucky enough to find a burnt
resistor in the circuit you are inspecting, the problem most probably lies elsewhere. A blown
resistor is often the result of a faulty module driving too much power inside the circuit or an
internal short to ground condition. In both cases, a faulty resistor is usually the consequence of
another problem and hardly ever the cause of it. It still helps to know what resistors are, what

they do and how to find them, if only to not worry too much about it. Simply learn what the
symbol looks like so you know what is what when you come across it in a car wiring diagram.
Keep that in mind if you use more than one type of repair manuals or you might end up with
false test results. This other small electronic component has the property of only letting the
current flow in one direction. It is either used to protect sensible low voltage elements from
being damaged by an excess of voltage going through expensive modules and components or
to redirect the current in a circuit like inside an alternator. If over-voltage occurs, a diode will
react exactly as a fuse and will instantly blow. As a rule of thumb, one could say that they
usually refer to the power consuming element in the system you are troubleshooting. For
example, power window regulators are represented as motors on the power window diagram.
Same thing for the sunroof motor, power door locks, the wiper motor, power seats and so on.
Solenoids are small electromagnetic switches exception made of the fact that these are actually
moving back and forth when submitted to an electric current. They usually serve to open or
close a fluid or air passage and they have numerous different uses in a vehicle. Injectors are the
most well-known of the solenoids but you could also think of the starter solenoid and automatic
transmission solenoids connected to the valve body. In fact, they are so similar to switches that
their symbol is one half of the relay symbol. And for a good reason. The electromagnet making
the relay click is also, theoretically speaking, a solenoid. To help you quickly and efficiently
identify a specific wire in a wire harness or a connector, all automotive wires are color coded.
Colors often differ from one car manufacturer to another but the code used to identify them in
car wiring diagrams is always the same. One repair manual may decide to use a 3 letter color
coding system while others may use 2 letter abbreviations only. In all cases, make sure to refer
to the color code chart at either the beginning or the end of the manual for more information on
how the different wire colors are classified. For the same reason, color codes are used,
connectors and wire are also identified using a number either corresponding to a physical
location or a page in the manual. In both cases, the number will let you know where to go to
quickly find where the connector is located on the vehicle. This comes in pretty handy when
you need to find an open loop or a short to ground condition in a specific wire. Instead of
having to remove all the carpeting and trims to follow the wires all the way to where the problem
is, you can simply identify all the connector first, find their location and only remove the trims
necessary to gain access to them. Learning to read car wiring diagrams is an awesome skill to
add to your auto mechanic skillset. Being able to master this competency will not only help you
find solutions to common electrical problems a lot faster but will also give you a big headstart
compared to less qualified technicians. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Share Facebook Twitter.
He has been a certified auto mechanic for the last 15 years, working for various car dealers and
specialized repair shops. He turned towards blogging about cars and EVs in the hope of helping
and inspiring the next generation of automotive technicians. He also loves cats, Johnny Cash
and Subarus. Stephen Musingo June 29, at AM. Nishal Singh June 29, at PM. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. So, how to read car wiring diagrams? A
car wiring diagram is a map. To read it, identify the circuit in question and starting at its power
source, follow it to ground. Use the legend to understand what each symbol on the circuit
means. A wiring circuit is so called because the wiring must make a complete circle, any break
in this circle, causes a fault. Power leaves the positive side of the car battery through the power
cables and is always actively looking for the shortest possible return path to the negative side
of the car battery. Power is battery voltage and in any circuit the path to the load from battery
positive may be described as the power side of the circuit. As you know, voltage loves to travel
through any metal, and not just the metal within wires. The return path after the load is known
as the ground side of a circuit. The function of a relay is to control a high amp circuit like a
starter motor or head lights using a low amp switch circuit. Running high amps through a small
switch would cause the switch to burn out and fail, possibly starting a fire. Relays are common
in circuits and also housed within control units. A relay is a electromagnetic switch, it has two
separate circuits, a Control circuit and a Load circuit. This causes the coil of the relay to
become magnetic, which pulls the movable armature within the relay, closed. When closed open
in the above diagram , it allows power travel from the battery to the light. Through the 30 and 87
pins. When the switch is turned off, battery disconnected the coil is no longer magnetic and the
spring loaded movable armature returns to open default position. Cheap volt meters are OK for
finding power and grounds, but modern vehicles will require accurate resistance readings to
correctly diagnose a faulty circuit or component. An incorrect meter reading can cause a ton of
trouble. The starter circuit relay in the pic above operates in an identical fashion. By turning the
ignition switch to start, voltage flows through pin 86 and grounds at This magnetizes the coil
which in turn causes the armature pin 30 to 87 to close completing the load side circuit, and the

engine cranks. Modern cars as you know are packed with control modules. Pre-computer
classic cars have a simple wiring circuit â€” for example, pressing a switch sends power
through a wire, to a window motor and the window moves. Modern cars handle it a little
differently â€” pressing a switch, sends a signal through a wire to a control unit computer ,
which in turn sends power to the window motor. The control unit or controller will only send
power to the window motor if certain pre-programmed conditions are met. Of course the
window may not move for other reasons, the control unit may be faulty, or software needs to be
updated or re-flashed, motor faulty etc. So why did they go and make things more complicated
and expensive to fix? Well, control units do offer significant advantages, some of which
include:. All control units are connected to each other via a twin twisted pair of wires, the
communication system is know as CAN controller area network. It will typically show a set of
symbols and a brief description. Tip : Some diagrams are easier to understand than others, but
having the wrong wiring diagram can catch out even the pros. To avoid frustration, be sure that
your wiring diagram is correct for your vehicle. Wiring diagrams were traditionally printed in
book form, diagrams are big as you know, to fit them all on one page would make them
unreadable. The solution â€” a number at the end of each circuit indicated the page on which
the rest of the circuit diagram was continued. Other solutions include showing just one systems
wiring circuit to a page, for example, just showing the wiring diagram for the headlights. This
works pretty well and was carried over to the digital age. Digital wiring diagrams are a lot more
efficient and easier to use, so if possible, always opt for digital schematics. The diagram below
is a basic car light circuit, at first sight it might look complicated, but as you understand the
flow, it will become clear. Remember, battery power voltage at the top of the page is trying to
get to the ground supply at the bottom of the diagram. Starting at the top of the included
diagram, you can see power flows in two paths, 1 down to the light relay left and 2 to the central
electronic unit CEM which is a control unit. The CEM module offers a ground at X when ignition
is on. This as you know magnetizes the integrated relay coil and causes the armature to close.
The closed armature in turn offers a path for power to flow onwards to the switch. Hitting the
light switch now, allows voltage flow through the light switch relay coil and grounds through
the CEM integrated ground path. The light relay coil is as you know, now magnetized and so it
pulls the armature of the relay closed allowing power flow from path 1 all the way through to
ground at the bottom of the diagram, powering the lights as it does so. The circuit is now
complete. How to check fuel pump fuse. To see the wiring diagrams and special tools I use
check out the Auto electrical repair tools page. A diagram is a detailed map of a system and a
schematic is a more simplified representation. John Cunningham is an Automotive Technician
and writer on Rustyautos. I've been a mechanic for over twenty years, I use my knowledge and
experience to write articles that help fellow gear-heads with all aspects of classic car
ownership, from tires to roof aerials and everything in between. Working on a Duramax is not
for the faint hearted, but you already know that. Most days I love them, but some daysâ€¦ A
misfiring engine is the most common engine complaint and the coil is always the number one
suspect. But finding the coil can sometimes cause some head scratching. Ignition coils are
commonly Continue Reading. Every day in every auto repair forum I see people ask for a car
wiring diagram. Now I can choose the car wiring diagrams based on which system I want to
work on. Choose year, make, model. Then the Wiring Diagrams sub category. There are 27
different system categories to choose from. Within each system category, there are multiple
sub-categories. Oh wait, look at all these sub categories! Is it powered by gasoline or
compressed natural gas. Does it have an immobilizer system anti-theft or did it ship without an
immobilizer system? Want to find a car wiring diagram for a sensor? Look at all these choices.
Got that? Made your choice? So you see, there are over 17 pages of car wiring diagrams just
dealing with engine performance sensors for this one year, make, model. Ask for the wiring
diagram for a MAF sensor on a Toyota Camry, without any other information and there is NO
way anybody can help you. Is it powered by gasoline or compressed natural gas? Based on all
the different wiring diagrams shown here, 2. You may find a diagram, but is it the right one? Call
your local library and ask if they offer online access to auto repair manuals. That means you
should bring money with you to print out the diagrams on their printers. Which is better? Well,
Alldatadiy uses factory diagrams which are usually more accurate but much harder to read. So
you have to refer to another guide to deciper the color codes and use another guide to find the
location of the part. They include the wire colors AND the locations of the partsâ€”right on the
same diagram. I like eautorepair. Factory manuals are the best in the business. You can buy
them in print or access them online. Most car makers offer a daily, monthly or yearly rate to
access their online services. To check out genuine factory manuals, click here. They include
wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the
factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the

identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground
locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy.
Find this article useful? Share it! Categories Wiring Diagrams. Tags car wiring diagram.
Automotive wiring is probably the most maligned aspect of automotive mechanics, the pitfalls
of wiring repairs are many and tracing down bad connections, broken wires, and intermittent
problems is about as stressful as it gets. Not all wire is created equal, in fact, automotive wire
gauges and types are quite specific. First rule â€” never use solid wire for your car. Solid wire is
only suitable for houses and industrial use, it should never be use in your car unless you are
using to for bailing wire. Automotive wiring has to be flexible. Stranded wire is flexible, where
solid core wire can bend, but not over and over. The main issue for wiring is the sizing. Wire is
used to carry electrical current, how much current it can carry is directly related to the length
and the thickness or gauge of the wire. Signal wires, like from a sensor to the computer do not
need to be very big, as the current amperage is quite low, but major power wire applications
such as alternator, electric motors windows, locks, etc , and other high-draw items need bigger
wire to support the load. As the distance from the source increases, the diameter must increase
as well. There is also the issue of voltage drop. Any time you run wire, there will be a certain
amount of voltage drop, it just like a water hose, the longer it is, the lower the pressure on the
outlet. In electrical circuits, you can combat the voltage drop through larger gauge wires. Any
chart you use needs to be noted with the voltage drop of the chart. If the drop is not noted, find
another chart. A normal fuse in your fuse panel is rated at 25 amps, which means the highest
capacity for the circuit is 25 amps. During another project, you pinched the wire in the door and
now you have to replace it. Standard automotive primary wire is 18 gauge. This is good for
signal wires, but not for hi-current applications. If you replace that section of wire with a piece
of 18 gauge, it could cause a fire. Instead, you need to match the original wiring size. In most
cases, this will be 12 gauge , which will service 25 amps for feet in length, which is about the
right length for a door window to the power source. For the next example, you are installing an
audio amplifier in your car. The fuses in the amplifier are 2 30 amp fuses, for a total of 60 amps.
To determine how big the wire needs to be, you have to figure the approximate length of the
wire from the amp installation point to the battery all amps must be wired directly to the battery.
For our example, we are going with 16 feet. This yields plenty of headroom for the wire to
supply up to 80 amps. What the wire is made of is just as important as the gauge. Copper is
always best for any electrical application, but copper is expensive, so there are some
alternatives available, including aluminum, copper-clad aluminum. Aluminum conducts about
40 percent less electricity compared to copper. This means your wiring must be larger and will
heat up more. Aluminum also has this really nasty habit of corroding. This natural corrosion is
hastened when you add electricity to the mix. When combined with the moisture in the air, a
process called electrolysis begins, which makes reduces the ability for the wire to conduct
properly. If you have ever open up a wire and found it covered in a whitish powder, that is the
byproduct of electrolysis. This can happen to copper as well, but it takes much longer and the
results are green tinting of the wire. This is even more important when it comes to signal wires.
While these wires are often 18 ga or smaller, the quality of the wire is even more important, any
additional resistance in the wire will degrade the signal and your car will suffer. There are many
cheap wiring spools and kits available that use CCA instead of OFC, so it is a good idea to ask
before you purchase the wire. Stick with OFC and you will be good to go. Know How. A life-long
gearhead, Jefferson Bryant spends more time in the shop than anywhere else. His career began
in the car audio industry as a shop manager, eventually working his way into a position at
Rockford Fosgate as a product designer. In , he began writing tech articles for magazines, and
has been working as an automotive journalist ever since. Jefferson has also written 4 books
and produced countless videos. Jefferson operates Red Dirt Rodz, his personal garage studio,
where all of his magazine articles and tech videos are produced. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Skip
to content Automotive wiring is probably the most maligned aspect of automotive mechanics,
the pitfalls of wiring repairs are many and tracing down bad connections, broken wires, and
intermittent problems is about as stressful as it gets. While this is not solid core wire, it is dang
close. That is cheap wire that does not bend well and is not as good as the higher-strand wire
above it. The big wires that support large amounts of current can get you into trouble if you do
not have the correct size. You can always go bigger, but never go smaller. The more common
smaller gauge wires are what you will likely deal with the most. The top wire is aluminum, the
bottom is OFC copper. There is a big difference in performance. One of the keys to wiring is
making sure you have good quality wire. That could lead to a dangerous situation. Only buy
quality wire. The same thing goes for smaller gauge wires. These are both gauge primary wires,
but the bottom wire is nearly half the size. Always compare your new wire to the existing wire to

make sure they are the same. The jacket or shield is NOT a good comparison, you must check
the wire itself. Categories Know How Tags electrical repair , electrical system , trailer wiring ,
wire , wiring , wiring harness. Related Articles. Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email address
will not be published. Close Menu Overlay. Facebook Twitter Instagram YouTube. The electrical
system of a car is a closed circuit with an independent power source the battery. It operates on
a small fraction of the power of a household circuit. Current flows along a single cable from the
battery to the component being powered, and back to the battery through the car's metal body.
The body is connected to the earth terminal of the battery by a thick cable. This type of circuit is
called an earth-return system any part of it connected to the car body is said to be earthed. The
strength of the current is measured in amperes amps ; the pressure that drives it round the
circuit is called voltage volts. Modern cars have a 12 volt battery. If the battery voltage drops,
less current flows, and eventually there is not enough to make the components work. The extent
to which a wire resists the flow of current is called resistance , and is measured in ohms. Thin
wires conduct less easily than thick ones, because there is less room for the electrons to travel
through. The energy needed to push current through a resistance is transformed into heat. This
can be useful, for example in the very thin filament of a light bulb, which glows white hot.
However, a component with a high current consumption must not be connected using wires
which are too thin, or the wires will overheat, blow a fuse , or burn out. All the electrical units of
measurement are interrelated: a pressure of 1 volt causes a current of 1 amp to flow through a
resistance of 1 ohm. Volts divided by ohms equal amps. For example, a light bulb with a
resistance of 3 ohms, in a 12 volt system, consumes 4 amps. Often the power consumption of a
component will be stated in watts , which are found by multiplying amps and volts. The lamp in
the example consumes 48 watts. Electricity flows from a battery in one direction only, and some
components work only if the flow through them is in the correct direction. This acceptance of a
one-way flow is called polarity. This is called a negative earth system, and when buying an
electrical accessory a radio, for example check that it is of a type suitable for your car's system.
Fitting a radio with the incorrect polarity will damage the set, but most car radios have an
external switch for setting the polarity to suit that of the car. Switch to the correct setting before
fitting. If the wrong-sized wire is used, or if a wire becomes broken or disconnected, this can
cause an accidental short circuit which bypasses the resistance of the component. The current
in the wire may become dangerously high and melt the wire or cause a fire. The most common
type of fuse is a short length of thin wire enclosed in a heatproof casing often glass. The size of
the fuse wire is the thinnest that can carry the normal current of the circuit without overheating,
and it is rated in amps. The sudden surge of high current in a short circuit makes the fuse wire
melt, or 'blow', breaking the circuit. When this happens, see if there is a short circuit or a
disconnection, then install a new fuse of the correct amperage rating See Checking and
replacing fuses. There are many fuses, each protecting a small group of components, so that
one blown fuse does not shut down the whole system. Many of the fuses are grouped together
in a fuse box, but there may also be line fuses in the wiring. A circuit usually includes more than
one component, such as bulbs in the lighting circuits. It matters whether they are connected in
series one after the other or in parallel side by side. A headlamp bulb, for example, is designed
to have a degree of resistance so that it consumes a certain current to glow normally. But there
are at least two headlamps in the circuit. If they were connected in series, electric current would
have to go through one headlamp to get to the other. The current would encounter the
resistance twice, and the double resistance would halve the current, so that the bulbs would
glow only feebly. Some components must be connected in series. For example, the sender in
the fuel tank varies its resistance according to the amount of fuel in the tank, and 'sends' a
small electrical current to the fuel gauge. The two components are connected in series so that
the varying resistance in the sender will affect the position of the needle on the gauge. The
starter motor has its own heavy cable, direct from the battery. The ignition circuit furnishes the
high-tension impulses to the sparkplugs; and the charging system includes the generator ,
which recharges the battery. All the other circuits are called ancillary subsidiary circuits. Most
are wired through the ignition switch , so that they work only when the ignition is switched on.
This prevents you accidentally leaving something switched on which might cause the battery to
go flat. The side and tail lights, however, which you may need to leave on when the car is
parked, are always wired independently of the ignition switch. When fitting extra accessories,
such as a rear window heater which consumes a heavy current, always wire it through the
ignition switch. Some ancillary components can be operated without the ignition turned on by
turning the switch to the 'auxiliary' position. A radio is usually wired through this switch, so that
it can be played with the engine off. A complex network of wires runs through the car. To avoid
confusion, each wire is colour coded but only within the car: there is no national or international
system of colour-coding. Most car handbooks and service manuals include a wiring diagram

which can be difficult to follow. Where wires run side-by-side they are bound together in a
bundle, in a plastic or fabric sheath, to keep them tidy and less difficult to fit. This bundle of
wires stretches over the length of the car, with single wires or small groups of wires emerging
where necessary, and is called the wiring loom. Modern cars often need room for many wires in
confined spaces. Some manufacturers now use printed circuits instead of bundles of wires,
particularly at the rear of the instrument panel. Printed circuits are plastic sheets on which
copper tracks have been 'printed'. Components are plugged directly into the tracks. The Video
Course teaches you everything about modern cars. This means it must be connected using
wires thick enough to carry 4 amps comfortably. To guard against this, ancillary circuits have
fuses. Connecting the bulbs in parallel means that electricity goes through each bulb only once.
Wire and cable sizes are classified by the maximum amperage that they can carry safely. The
colour-coding, however, is a useful guide to tracing wiring. Engine Block 18 minutes. Every part
explained There's ridiculous detail on every part. Clearly and easily explained. All modeled in 3D
We've created the most detailed 3D model ever produced so we can show you everything
working. Start watching. Super detailed explanations in the video course 15 hours of
pro-quality, HD content with subtitles. A car engine burns a mixture of petrol and air. Petrol is
pumped along a pipe from the tank and mixed with air in the carburettor , from which the engine
sucks in the mixture. A carburettor mixes fuel and air in the proportions and quantity the engine
needs at any time. The fixed-jet carburettor resembles the simpler variable-jet type See How
variable-jet carburettors work in having a venturi - a constricted neck - through which air flows
on its way to the engine. First, figure out the amperage of your electrical component. Next,
measure the required length of your wire. Then just plug those numbers into this chart to
determine the proper gauge. This is a diagram of a high-end audio system. While it might not be
typical of the wiring you will encounter in your street rod or race car, it does illustrate how a
well laid-out wiring diagram should look. All of the components are clearly marked, as are the
paths for power, ground, and accessory wiring and locations for all grounds and fuses. If you
are rewiring an early car or truck, make life easy on yourself and get a complete harness like
this Painless Performance circuit universal harness. Painless Performance also has fuel
injection wiring harnesses to swap a late model fuel injected engine into your vehicle. If you
don't need to do a complete harness but want to update your fuse block or panel, Painless
Performance has universal fuse blocks like this circuit fuse block. The blocks are pre-wired and
pre-terminated--Painless Performance even installed the fuses, horn relay, and flashers for you.
If you just want to increase the capacity of your electrical system to handle more accessories,
you can get add-on fuse blocks from Painless Performance and Summit Racing. You can never
have enough solderless terminals around when you're doing a wiring job. Painless Performance
has a nice piece terminal set that should get you through a basic vehicle harness install. The set
includes butt, spade, ring lug, and bullet terminals for , , and gauge wire. Speaking of wire, don't
use cheap hardware or discount store wire in your electrical system. For a little more money,
you can get high quality, automotive-rated wire. It's available in a variety of colors in through
gauge sizes. Switch panels are ideal for grouping electrical accessories in one convenient place
for race cars and off-road vehicles where getting to electrical accessories quickly can be critical
and where space can be at a premium. This Moroso switch panel has easy-to-use toggle
switches to control five fused circuits; each circuit has front-mounted fuses and indicator
lights. Remember to use relays in conjunction with your switches to help them handle the high
current of aftermarket electrical accessories. Relays help take the load off your switches by
directing current to their assigned electrical accessory only when the switch is activated. This
prevents the switch from overloading, especially with high-amperage accessories like big
electric fans and off-road lighting. A circuit breaker will switch off power to a protected
accessory in an overload situation. When the overload has been corrected, the circuit breaker is
reset. Circuit breakers like this Standard Motor Products 20 amp breaker come in manual reset
and automatic reset versions, and in the same popular amperage ratings as fuses. Did you lose
all of your wiring tools? Well, relax--we have you covered with this Caspers Electronics wiring
and connector maintenance kit. It includes the basics--double-d wire crimp tool for sealed and
unsealed terminals, two rolls of high-temperature OEM wire harness tape, Weatherpack and
Metripack removal tools, seam ripper for removing old tape on harness without damage, wire
stripper for AWG wire, and a digital multimeter with batteries--to diagnose and repair most
everything on your electrical system. You even get a handy carrying case. The wire stripper in
the Caspers' Electronics kit is good, but this Summit Racing wire stripper is even better. The
spring-loaded tools will make quick work of your wires. Just insert the wire, squeeze the handle,
and click--the wire is stripped and ready. The wire stripper also features an adjustable wire
length guide that helps you make uniform strips, a built-in cutter, and a built-in crimping tool.
The engine needs to be fed the proper amounts of air, fuel, and spark. The suspension and

brakes must be in tip-top shape. The wheels and tires, transmission, cooling system,
gaugesâ€”even the seatsâ€”must all function properly. With all those things to worry about,
many enthusiasts overlook the electrical wiring system. A lousy wiring job will keep your
electrical accessories from operating at full potentialâ€”and that means subpar performance.
Many people are intimidated by the prospect of wiring a vehicle. The proper tools will make your
wiring job a whole lot easier. Wire strippers generally include a group of holes to fit most wire
gauges. This allows you to strip the insulation off your wires without accidentally cutting into
the wire conductors. Most quality crimpers have two or three sections on the nose to fit various
lug sizes. You can even get crimpers with wire cutting and wire stripping sections. You will
need solder designed specifically for electronics and wiring. It has a midly activated rosin core
flux to clean the wire as it is being heated, removing oxidation and light corrosion. That allows
you to solder with less heat, making the connections stronger with less electrical resistance. A
factory wiring harness includes the necessary wiring for standard electrical components like
windshield wipers, horn, headlights, etc. There are three factors to consider: size, material, and
color. In general, the larger the current draw, the larger gauge wire you need to properly power
the accessory. One factor to consider with long lengths of wire is voltage drop. The longer the
wire, the greater the voltage drop. You can offset voltage drop by increasing the size of the wire.
As a rule of thumb, try to maintain a less than. Wire material is usually aluminum or copper. For
automotive purposes, we recommend stranded copper wire for the greatest flexibility and
conductivity. Wire color may not seem important at first glance, but it becomes crucial when
you try to trace a faulty circuit down the road. To keep yourself from tearing your hair out,
color-code your wire by accessory. It will help you keep track of which wire goes where during
installation and troubleshooting. There are two main types of connectors : soldered and
solderless. Solderless connectors are the easiest to use and provide a good, strong connection.
Usually, solderless connectors come with color-coded insulators, so you know which gauge
wire they are designed for. Solderless connectors come in a variety of configurations:. Butt
connectors are shaped like cylinders and are ideal for joining two wire ends together. A wire
end is inserted into each end of the connector, which is crimped to complete the connection. A
male connector on one end of the wire fits into a female connector on the other end of the wire,
completing the connection. To disconnect, just pull the connectors apart. When installing any
type of connectorâ€”soldered or solderlessâ€”it is a good idea to use shrink tubing. Shrink
tubing is relatively easy to install and provides added protection against electrical shorts and
outside elements. There is more to wiring a vehicle than, well, wire. For example, you will need
some sort of overload protection to protect your expensive electronics. The three basic types of
overload protection are fuses, fusible links, and circuit breakers:. You should also install relays
with your wiring if your electrical accessories require a bigger current draw than a standard
power switch is rated to handle. And since most switches are designed to work with very limited
currents, relays are required just about every time to wire a new aftermarket electrical
accessory. When the relay is closed, no power goes to the accessory in question. When you flip
the accessory switch, an electric coil in the relay opens, sending power to the accessory.
Before you begin your wiring project, map out a plan. Lay out the wiring or wiring harness so
you know where each wire goes and that you have enough wire to complete the job. Locate the
fuse box in an easy to reach location like your glove compartment or center console. Place the
necessary relays, fusible link, or circuit breakers at connections between your power source
and your electrical accessory. Choose a spot on or near the firewall for the common ground
point for the harness, and one point for a chassis ground on the negative side of the vehicle.
This method gives you a single path to the negative side of the vehicle and provides a more
effective ground. Use 10 gauge or bigger wire to connect the common ground to your chassis
ground. Aeromotive fuel tank w electric fuel pump and regulator. There will be a lot of back and
forth questions, and this would be the best, quickest way to get your answers! Do I put the link
in the positive wire. I tried to quick charge my PT Cruiser, by using my 65 Bsrcuda running
battery, now neither car battery will turn over each, what did I do? The fuse is there to protect
your wiring harness and the fuse rating in amps, not watts was specifically chosen by the
engineers for that circuit. We think you may be in luck with your project however. LEDs can
often require less current amps than a traditional incandescent bulb. Its a relatively easy
process. I kind of have a complicating situation. So the easiest way to go about this is to start at
the beginning. Boyfriend was driving my Infiniti QX4 on the freeway, notices lights start blinking
and truck is overheating. He pulls over at a convenience store. Waits a bit, Puts water in. Tries
driving again and ends up having to park it on side of road cause he noticed the fan has
completely come off the pulley bracket. Belt is off. Blew a hole in radiator. I have it towed home
next day, get in contact with a mobile mechanic he comes out and diagnoses it. Tells me what I
need to get, so I purchase a new radiator, an electric fan, a new bracket, and a wiring kit to

engage the electric fan. Does it all in about an hour. Calls me at work, tells me it all works,
everything is good. But thing is, is that my truck battery was dead from having everything
disconnected. He never drove it afterwards or anything. I drive my truck next day everythings
fine. Next day, I get on freeway and it starts getting hot. And rising. After all this I take a look
under the hood, notice the battery wires are connected super bad, if barely at all. But now it
seems like the whole battery issues is worse. The jump starter I bought to jump it every time I
have to start my vehicle gets drained now and sometimes it struggles to turn over. If I can do
this myself I will. Sometimes I have to physically go hit the front head light for it to kick on but
then the other one goes out. Please help!! It appears there are a few things that may be going on
here, you likely need a new battery and im betting there is an alternator issue. My fuse block has
the barrel glass fuses. I want to add a voltage gauge. How can I do it? I remember decades ago,
there was a connection available that saddled one end of the fuse and had a spade on its top
side that one simply plugged in the wire for the power. Thanks for your help. I have a unique
situation. The key is stuck in the vehicle steering wheel. Got damaged when the children were
playing and knocked the key crooked. I live in Michigan. I want to know how to put an old
school toggle switch or a relay in the impala to cut the power from the battery to everything else
without going under the hood. Thanks for any help given. It was interesting to read that relays
handle high-intensity parts of cars like HID headlights. I also want to run a 4 guage power wire
to my box as well as the video wire for my back up camera. How hard is it to remove the rocker
panel covers where the wires are usually installed and replace the covers. One guy I talked to
said he had a tough time getting them back on and they are still not right. Is there a reason you
want to run them under the vehicle the back up cam I understand but not so much the amp and
radio stuff, you can do a clean professional install running such wiring under the carpet. Thanks
for pointing out that circuit breakers can reset manually and automatically depending on the
type. I hope I can find a repair service that will be able to diagnose and make repairs on the
same day so I can save a good amount of time. I have a E Ford Club Wagon. The wiring was
trashed. I ran Positive Battery cable to solenoid. Negative batt cable to ground. One on body
panel and one on engine block. I ran wire from solenoid to Ign switch going through neutral
safety switch ran starter cable from neg side of sol straight to starter. When I short the sol I get
the starter to turn. When I turn the key I get nothing. I have a new starter switch and key cylinder
installed. Pingback: Basic Wiring - Wiring Guide. An stock replacement harness has four glass
fuse, total! A prefab performance harness is Megabucks. I want to use Weatherpak connectors
but the Weatherpak crimping tool is really expensive. Is there a much less costly alternative?
Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. This chart can be used to
determine proper wire gauge. During his year career in the auto industry, he has covered a
variety of races, shows, and industry events and has authored articles for multiple magazines.
He has also partnered with mainstream and trade publications on a wide range of editorial
projects. In , he helped establish OnAllCylinders, where he enjoys covering all facets of hot
rodding and racing. OnAllCylinders says: October 22, at am. Chris says: August 10, at pm. John
Marrs says: July 22, at pm. Del says: October 11, at am. Philip says: December 7, at pm. Paul
Sakalas says: December 8, at am. Nicole says: September 23, at pm. Casey says: September 27,
at pm. John L. Paval says: November 25, at am. Gentlemen, My fuse block has the barrel glass
fuses. Hope VanHorn says: March 12, at pm. Don Davis says: April 2, at pm. May I use a batt
operated auto jumper on me car batt cables to test wiring??? Laurel Larsen says: August 22, at
pm. John says: October 22, at pm. Hi I want to run wire for my auto stereo install under my
truck, I have a f What are the best products to run the wires in when running them under the
vehicle. Thanks in advance John. Alice Carroll says: July 1, at pm. Jay L Snider says: July 8, at
pm. James Hewitt says: January 17, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be
published. This is not an automated service. Each Diagram that is requested has to be hand
selected and sent. As this is a free service it receives an overwhelming amount of requests and
may take up to a week or longer for a response. Just submit a request for the wiring diagram
you want ex. We will provide you with the basic free wiring diagrams in an email that can be
viewed, saved or printed for future use. Automotive basic wiring diagrams are available free for
domestic and Asian vehicles. Some European wiring diagrams are available also. Once you get
your Free Wiring Diagrams, then what do you do with it. You still need to fix the problem that led
you here in the first place right? There are many different ways to look at fixing an electrical
problem but we will stick with the easiest way. First , find the problem area on the wiring
diagram. Highlight the individual circuit using a different color for positive and negative. Trace
the wiring till you can see where a short may have taken place. Eliminate each portion of the
diagram in sections until you find the short in the wiring. This makes knowing where to check

connections easy with an automotive wiring diagram. Free Auto Repair Manuals. Free vehicle
specific wiring diagrams available upon request. Please search first. Wiring Diagrams This is
not an automated service. Please be specific on what area of the vehicle you need a free wiring
diagram for. Some of the images are in ". This will insure the ability to read the free wiring
diagrams with ease. Adobe Acrobat Reader is available as a free download at Adobe. To Submit
a request for basic free wiring diagrams Here. This is the same information that the dealers use.
How to read wiring diagrams Use the two different diagrams below to help you understand what
you are looking at. There are many different symbols on wiring diagrams and can be difficult to
figure out what they each represent if you have not seen them before. The sample wiring
diagram to your above will help you be able to read and understand the description locations on
each wiring diagram. Each part is labeled on the sample wiring diagram to make it easier to
read. How to read and interpret wiring diagrams:. Factory Automotive wiring diagrams or
electrical schematics are a fantastic way to help one navigate through a wiring job or any type
of wiring diagnoses on a vehicle. Sometimes an automotive wiring diagram is needed for
something as simple as wiring in a car stereo or something as complicated as installing an
engine wiring harness. Whatever the case may be, factory automotive wiring diagrams are an
essential tool for getting the job done. Have you ever tried to do a wiring repair with more than a
few wires without a wiring diagram? It can be very difficult. Using a wiring diagram saves you
time and money. While there are many sources on the internet that you can get your hands on
factory automotive wiring diagrams and schematics, there two places that I have found reliable
without a doubt. Sometimes you can Google certain wiring diagrams but I have found they
never come back accurate. It just pays to know you are using the right wiring diagram. If your
having electrical issues with your vehicle and would like to speak with a specialist, click here
and enter all the details. There are a lot of things to consider when looking at automotive wiring
diagrams or electrical schematics. I will start with the absolute basics. For example, if you are
looking at a wiring diagram for a fuel pump, the power source is going to be at the top of the
page. Either a relay, fuse or the power distribution center where the electrical component gets
its power. Most of the time, if you are looking at a power distribution wiring diagram, the power
source will be located at the top of the page. Main fuses or even battery supply. The bottom of
the page is the Ground for the specific component. Sometimes components will share a
common ground and sometimes they will not. Assuming all of the grounds are good, they will
all eventually lead back to the same place.. In some cases, the diagrams are laid out so it goes
from the left to the right. Some Toyota wiring diagrams are laid out this way. This is usually not
the case but it does happen and it is very easy to read. I think I even prefer it this way. Here is a
good beginner guide to reading schematics. They also have an E download for your Kindle as
well. Here is a picture of some symbols you will see when looking at an automotive wiring
diagram. Some are very common and some are not so common. If you look at the top row of the
picture, you will see a symbol of a battery, fuse, circuit breaker and fusible links. These are all
very common and it is important to know what these symbols are. You will also see two arrows
one on top of another which indicate a connector. Then it is followed up by a number assigned
to it by the manufacturer. For example, C is connector This makes it easy to locate the
connector, find a pinout chart for the connector if needed and even order a new connector from
the dealership if by chance it needs to be replaced. Also, on this picture, you will see a symbol
of a ground, clockspring, open and closed switch, oxygen sensor, resistor, one-speed electric
motor, two-speed electric motor, reversible electric motor and more. Here are some common
Acronyms you might see when looking at an automotive wiring diagram. The picture is specific
to Dodge, Jeep, and Chrysler vehicles. Connect the black lead of a voltmeter to a known good
ground and then connect the red lead of the voltmeter to the selected test point and take a
reading. It is as simple as that. If you have a manual setting meter, it needs to be set to the 20
volt DC scale. The voltmeter will display the difference between the two leads. For example,
taking a voltage reading at the battery with it fully charged at Checking for continuity should
always be done when there is no voltage within the circuit. For example, the circuit not in use or
even with the battery disconnected. Remove the fuse for the circuit being checked or
disconnect the battery. Connect one lead of the ohmmeter to one side of the circuit being
tested. Connect the other lead to the other end of the circuit being tested. Low or no resistance
means good continuity. Remove the fuse and disconnect all items involved with the fuse.
Connect a test light or a voltmeter across the terminals of the fuse. If the voltmeter registers
voltage or the test light glows, there is a short-to-ground in that general area of the wiring
harness. Connect the positive lead of the voltmeter to the side of the circuit closest to the
battery. Connect the other lead of the voltmeter to the other side of the switch or component. So
if the circuit is good and there is no loss of voltage when the circuit operates and the voltmeter
will display a reading of 0 volts. However, if there is a bad connection preventing the circuit

from working, the voltmeter may display a reading of 12 volts or battery voltage. How to read
Automotive Wiring Diagrams and Schematics There are a lot of things to consider when looking
at automotive wiring diagrams or electrical schematics. I think I even prefer it this way Here is a
good beginner guide to reading schematics. Factory Wiring Schematic Symbols Here is a
picture of some symbols you will see when looking at an automotive wiring diagram. Common
Symbols you will see on a wiring diagram Automotive wiring diagram Acronyms Here are some
common Acronyms you might see when looking at an automotive wiring diagram. Common
Dodge, Jeep, Chrysler Acronyms Voltage check Connect the black lead of a voltmeter to a
known good ground and then connect the red lead of the voltmeter to the selected test point
and take a reading. Continuity Test Checking for continuity should always be done when there
is no voltage within the circuit. Checking for a Short To Ground Remove the fuse and
disconnect all items involved with the fuse. Voltage Drop testing Connect the positive lead of
the voltmeter to the side of the circuit closest to the battery. To begin understanding how to
read and understand electrical circuit diagrams, take our basic circuit and draw it out as it
would physically be wired. We show our AC power source on the left with L1 and N coming out
of it, our switch to the top, and our light to the left. Power comes out of L2 to the switch, which
when open, breaks the circuit preventing current flow and when closed, ties the left and the
right terminals of the switch together, allowing current flow. The switch is connected to the
light, then there is a neutral or return wire back to the power supply. Very quickly, this simple
diagram would turn into a great big mess. If you notice our "Getting Started Wiring Guide"
omitted half the trainer. If we had represented a wiring example of the entire trainer in this
manner, you would not be able to follow it. So to simplify this, your power wires, in this case L1
and N, run vertically down the page. As you draw out these circuits the diagrams begin to take
the shape of a ladder which is where ladder diagrams get their name. Usually, if it is three phase
then L1, L2, and L3 run down the left side of the page and if there is a neutral N then it runs
down the right side of the page. In single phase diagrams L1 will run down the left side of the
page and N or L2 will run down the right side of the page. The power source, if external to the
drawings, is usually not shown. This will become clearer when you begin working with our
control panel sample wiring diagrams in the exercises below. The next key advantage of ladder
wiring diagrams over drawing circuits is the way they are physically laid out so that they are
indexable, meaning device names can give you the page and rung number that the device can
be found on in the ladder wiring diagrams. Also devices that may span multiple locations in a
drawing such as a relay coil and its contacts can easily be cross referenced. For example, study
the diagram to the right. Our power source L1 and N are running vertically as you have learned
and now you have added rung numbers to the left of the ladder for reference. These usually
increment by one as you go down the page and may incorporate the page number into the rung
number. So, in this case, the three probably represents page 3, then you are looking at Rung 01
and Everyone does it a little bit different but once you understand the basics it only takes a few
minutes of examining most sets or drawings to follow them. That means it is on Rung , it is a
switch SW , and usually there will be a number that increments by one from left to right. So if we
had a second switch it would be labeled SW2. The switch would be labeled SW1 in the field.
That way when someone looks at the switch, they know exactly where to find it in the wiring
diagram. Next you see a label "". This is the wire number of the wire that connects the switch to
the relay and it should be labeled as such on each end of the wire and in any junctions that
connects it. This way if someone sees this wire number, they know to go find Rung then find the
first connection point. Also note that the wire to the left of the switch is not labeled because it is
connected to L1 which is labeled at the top. With very few exceptions, connections that are
physically connected, such as L1 is to the float switch, should keep the same wire label, in this
case L1, throughout the drawings. Now you are at the relay coil. This is an important concept to
grasp. It is not the entire relay that you would physically hold in your hand. It is only the coil
that, when energized, pulls in the relay contacts. Being able to find its contacts is a key
advantage of ladder wiring diagrams. There is usually a cross reference to the right of the relay
coil along with the description that will tell you where the relay contacts are used, in this case a
normally open NO contact is used on Rung If this diagram were physically laid out with the coil
and contacts in the same place, the more complex the system, the more the wires would have to
cross causing much confusion. For an example of this, have a look at a typical automotive
wiring diagram. Before you move on to Rung , let's make sure you understand that the
conditions of Rung do not affect having power at the beginning of Rung Since the vertical lines
on each side tie and together, they both receive power via L1 and N the same way. Note that
there can be breaks in these vertical lines that can make this not true but we'll address this in a
later lesson. Looking at Rung , you can follow many of the same concepts you learned on This
is because the coil of this relay is in Rung So if this contact was on Rung , it would still be

labeled CR1. This lets you know where the coil that controls it is located. Then you see the label
"" which is the same principle that we discussed on Rung And last you have our light which is
connected to the neutral completing our circuit. While you have only reviewed a few rungs,
these concepts are the basics that all ladder wiring diagrams use. Study the sample drawings
below and feel free to ask questions that may come up. Now you are ready to start wiring your
trainer. This lesson will be a good one to bookmark to refer back to later. PLC Training Reading electrical wiring diagrams and understanding schematic symbols To understand how
to read ladder wiring diagrams, let's start with a simple electrical schematic consisting of a
power supply, switch, and light, then you will move on to our control panel sample wiring
diagrams. Now let's look closer at how this works. That way when someone looks at the switch,
they know exactly where to find it in the wiring diagram Next you see a label "". Facebook 0
Twitter Pinterest 0 0 Likes. September 12, by Nick Taylor. The first is a solid understanding of
electrica
2007 ford focus serpentine belt
89 suburban wiring diagram
2011 ford escape service manual
l fundamentals. You need to be comfortable in your knowledge of what voltage, resistance and
current are and the relationship between them. We covered those as the main topic of a Trainer
video we posted back in May of this year. You should know how to perform a static resistance
test, static voltage test, dynamic current tests, and absolutely be confident in your ability to
perform and understand a voltage drop test. These are more than just the electrical road map
that tells you what components are a part of the circuit you are troubleshooting. They are also
instrumental in helping you understand how the circuit works and vital to organizing your
diagnostic strategy. Source: Motor Age. Nick Taylor is the SureTrack Community Administrator
and a Senior Applications Specialist at Mitchell 1 with over 25 years of experience with
electronic repair data systems. Nick previously worked in the automotive dismantling and
engine rebuilding industries. ShopConnection Home. Posted in: ProDemand.

